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Thanks to increasingly lighter and cheaper hardware, Virtual Reality will become affordable for the mass market in 2018 
and scale dramatically. Like with many technological innovations regarding media and payment, the adult entertainment 
industry is the first adopter, spearheading innovation.

me.mento has perfected its own technology in recent years and will launch vrXcity in mid 2018. vrXcity is the world‘s first 
interactive VR erotic platform for adults. For this purpose, me.mento has already finalized licensing agreements with more 
than 700 top adult-stars in the adult entertainment industry. And that‘s just the beginning.

In the future, vrXcity users will be able to interact with fully animated, naturally moving and AI-powered avatars of profes-
sional adult-stars. You can talk to them, touch them and do anything you want with them.

In vrXcity, social porn has the highest growth potential. The decentralized amateur content, generated by one or multiple 
users, is a guarantee for high user activity and an additional source of income for amateur adult-stars.

First there were erotic images, then porn videos followed by HD videos. Passive content consumption is a thing of the 
past and now evolving into Virtual Reality. vrXcity is the future home of the adult entertainment industry, which has an 
annual turnover of 97 billion US dollars. While Hollywood produces around 600 films each year and generates 10 billion 
US dollars in profits, the adult film industry produces 13,000 films with profits exceeding 15 billion US dollars. The adult 
entertainment industry has a higher turnover than the major league baseball, the NFL and the NBA combined.1 

• redBUX is the future model of payment for erotica on the Internet.
• redBUX is the first utility token, a decentralized and secure digital currency for adult content in Virtual Reality.
• redBUX is the only form of payment in vrXcity.
• redBUX will become the dominant token in the adult entertainment industry.
• redBUX guarantees users anonymous access to erotic and pornographic content.
• redBUX ensures „just-in-time“ renumeration for adult-stars thanks to innovative block chain technology.
• redBUX is the secure currency for decentralized, user-generated content.
• redBUX is an ERC20 token with acceptance obligation in vrXcity.
• redBUX has triggered strong interest among market leading studios and platforms with more than 100 million custo-

mers, who have already been acquired as redBux-accepting outlets and content providers for vrXcity.
• redBUX offers ITO a great investment opportunity, given the expected strong increase in brand awareness.

1 https://medium.com/@Strange_bt_True/how-big-is-the-porn-industry-fbc1ac78091b

Summary

1 | THE VR MARKET 

VIRTUAL REALITY MARKET SET TO EXPERIENCE GIGANTIC GROWTH SURGE: SEX SELLS 

Countless new opportunities for Virtual Reality (VR) have recently opened up thanks to faster, more powerful processors, 
better graphic cards, sensors and cameras, faster Internet connections and innovative software development possibilities.

Virtual Reality offers the opportunity to combine the strength of the film industry on one hand and that of the fast-growing 
gaming industry on the other to create completely new and revolutionary experiences. Storytelling and interaction are 
intertwined and elevated to a new level.

In Virtual Reality, the user escapes his real environment through his VR headset and dives into a fascinating digital 3D 
world. This virtual world can not only be seen, but also heard and felt.

2016 is considered to have been the breakthrough year for Virtual Reality, various VR systems (Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, 
Playstation VR, Gear VR and Cardboard) were made available to the wide public for the first time. Mark Zuckerberg, the 
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visionary founder and CEO of Facebook, anticipated this development and acquired Oculus VR, the manufacturer of the 
Oculus Rift, two years earlier for USD 2 billion.

The renowned experts of the International Data Corporation (IDC) estimate that sales in VR and AR (Augmented Reality) 
are likely to explode from USD 5.2 billion in 2016 to USD 162.0 billion in 2020. The analysts at Research and Markets ex-
pect the global AR/VR market to grow at an average annual rate of 85.4 percent (AR) and 44.5 percent (VR) between 2016 
and 2022 respectively.2

A mid 2016 survey conducted by the market research institute YouGov, identified potential VR users to be predominantly 
male and below 40 years of age.3

The visual quality and usability of VR headsets are being improved constantly. As a result, the focus is now on high-quality 
content that can fully utilize the hardware’s potential. Facebook will shortly be launching Oculus Go, a pair of Oculus Go 
glasses at a price of $199, that does not require a PC or smartphone. Explosive user growth is expected by lowering the 
price barrier and making the technology affordable for recreational users.

Personal computing Juggernaut Microsoft has also recognized the signs of the times and acquired the Californian com-
pany Altspace VR with its 35,000 members in October 2017. Via the Altspace online portal, users can interact with each 
other as they would in a social network - now using Virtual Reality devices.

A growing number of companies are currently working on new solutions, but the content range remains limited, especially 
in the high-end sector. While high-quality content costs a lot of money to create, the brilliant visual and interactive quality 
of the experiences will give vrXcity an edge over future competitors.

Many technological innovations have been significantly influenced by the erotic industry. By support from the adult enter-
tainment industry, the VHS cassette outperformed the technically superior Betamax format from Sony. In 2007, the big 
US adult film production studios declared their preference for Blu-ray Disc and were able to position Blu-ray Disc over HD 
DVD.

The next digital revolution is now imminent. And once again, adult film producers are at the forefront of bringing new 
experiences into our living rooms.

The reason is quite simple: the porn industry has recognized the huge growth potential of this market. More than 1,000 
porn films, optimized for VR, have already been produced, mainly tailored for mobile platforms A rapid rise in distribution 
of technologies for this purpose is therefore projected.

„Virtual reality could be the next 
  big social platform and connect 
  more than a billion people.“

 
   Mark Zuckerberg (Founder Facebook)

2 www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS41676216
3 https://yougov.de/news/2016/09/28/grosses-potenzial-von-virtual-reality-marketing-fu
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2 | VRXCITY 

2.1 | vrXcity - a lucrative Ecosystem of adult content for social VR experiences 

The average media consumption last year was at an all time high of nine hours per person per day.4 (according to an analysis 

of the German private broadcasting association VPRT) However, mobile devices such as tablet PCs and smartphones were 

not fully captured, so that actual screen usage and social media retention time is certainly much higher.

vrXcity opens up a whole new world of experiences for adult-stars and their visitors and fans. vrXcity is an Erotic-Soci-

al-VR-Platform - a virtual ecosystem where existing fans of adult-stars and other interested users can meet and touch 

their favourite stars, previously unknown amateur adult-stars or even their friends. They can use a variety of scenarios to 

interact with their stars. There will be something to cater for every taste. Every (legal) fetish can be realized.

me.mento 3D has perfected its own technology in recent years and will launch vrXcity mid 2018. vrXcity is the first inter-

active and social adult VR ecosystem for a global audience. For this purpose, me.mento 3D has already finalized licensing 

agreements with more than 900 top adult-stars in the international adult entertainment industry. Thanks to vrXcity, pro-

fessional adult-stars, Studios and even amateurs have the excellent opportunity to create a sustainable, passive revenue 

stream.

One of the popular German adult-stars in vrXcity, and well known in Germany is Texas Patti (228,000 Facebook followers 

/ www.texas-patti.com) The trained dental assistant has already shot more than 30 adult films, was the advertising face of 

Beate-Uhse-TV and is regularly featured in “BILD”, Germany’s biggest daily tabloid. She received the Venus Award for Best 

Actress for three consecutive years (2014 - 2016).

Jessica Drake, one of the world‘s most popular adult-stars (967,000 Instagram followers/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Jessica_Drake), is one of the first globally recognized adult-stars to work exclusively with me.mento. She also gets her own 

virtual estate in vrXcity and will welcome her fans with many scenarios and options. As a special highlight, me.mento will 

offer the world‘s first sex education format in virtual reality. Jessica Drake will use practical examples and explanations to 

redefine sexual education.

vrXcity users will be able to interact with lifelike and naturally moving avatars of their favourite adult-stars. They can do 

4 www.n-tv.de/panorama/Taeglich-neun-Stunden-Mediennutzung-article20252102.html
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anything they want and every (legal) fetish is allowed. Users can touch the adult-stars and feel every detail. Fans can buy 

digital goods, such as clothing, handbags, shoes and sex toys and use them in the interaction with the avatar. A growing 

number of adult-stars have their own collections of accessories, clothing and toys that can also be offered as a physical 

purchase through a implemented online-shop interface. Every day there is special content available in vrXcity, which can 

only be purchased with redBUX. This also applies to the LiveCams in the respective chats.

Users can also create their own content and even extend invitations to virtual sex parties. While some users participate as 

amateur adult-stars with their avatars, others can choose to remain spectators and pay per view. Possible entrance fees or 

reimbursements will also be paid using the redBUX token. Aditionally, vrXcity users can also enjoy hot 360-degree adult 

videos from external top producers. A special highlight: the platform also works with real love toys, which can be synchro-

nized to the VR experience in such a way that they provide a physical response to the user.

With the current and market trends, social dynamics, increase of media usage and the high quality of responsive vrXcity 

experiences, users will be entertained for hours exploring vrXcity.

This is made possible by the creation of photorealistic adult-star’s avatars and the use of other innovative technologies 

such as Oculus Touch Integration, haptic simulation hardware or ChatBots, which will enormously enrich the expe- rience 

in the virtual world. This makes vrXcity the world‘s first interactive adult VR platform, integrating artificial intelligence and 

featuring a continuously growing 3D avatar database. The VR-Experience in vrXcity stands out clearly from other existing 

VR platforms, thanks to the communication between users and adult-stars. This opens up a completely new world of expe-

riences for the user in which he can’t just see,  but also touch and feel everything.

Within the next two years, me.mento - directly and through strategic partners - is projected to have finalized licensing 

agreements with more than 7,000 professional adult-stars and upcoming amateur adult-stars of the adult entertainment 

industry to open their business in vrXcity. By using the intuitive and native in-app-purchases, me.mento could even offer 

additional concierge services like ordering a pizza or other items and services by integrating third-party e-commerce plat-

forms.

In the course of this year, our living rooms will be transformed into a virtual playground and offer vrXcity users a comple- 

tely lifelike experience. Passive video consumption is a thing of the past, interacting with people and content in vrXcity is 

the future.

2.1.1 | Overview of the vrXcity-Ecosystem

The partnerships are the three pillars of development and retention in vrXcity:

1. Internationally recognized adult-stars and their fans

• Influencial and wide-reaching erotic and porn adult-stars and management companies 

• Fans and consumers associated with them

2. Advertising partners such as;

• Brand companies that want to use the media-reach of these stars for their own reputation building and lead  

generation

• Suppliers of VR accessories who want to increase sales of their products and engage with their ideal target group 

in this forum

3. Third party content

• Integration and monetisation of user generated content in vrXcity 
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2.1.2 | Offers for professional adult-stars
 

Erotic adult-stars and amateurs can create high-quality 3D avatars of themselves. They simply visit one of the me.mento 

3D scanning centers and have their corresponding avatar created. This avatar can then be used anywhere in the virtual 

ecosystem of vrXcity. The adult-star books his own studio/virtual estate and can set up special offers for the fans and 

visitors. There are no limitations to one’s imagination, everything can be customized based on individual preferences and 

fantasies.

Celebrity adult-star Jessica Drake (967,000 Instagram followers) has already set up a virtual estate in the beta-version of 

vrXcity and it is well frequented. She is a popular testimonial for various brands. For example, she advertises for a lingerie 

manufacturer and actively promotes various sex toys.

Michael B. is a customer of Jessica Drake. He can find her in vrXcity, touch her and do anything he wants to do with her - in 

other words, he can live out his fantasies to the fullest. He is also enthusiastic about the new lingerie collection she wore 

on his last visit and would like to buy it as a gift for his wife. Therefore, after his visit to Jessica, he goes to the associated VR 

shop and has the collection customized to the measurements of his wife.

As a frequent customer, he has a high loyalty status and therefore receives attractive promotions  (dynamic pricing) for his 

individual wishes. On his next visit to vrXcity, he will be presented a list of individual offers, which he purchases with his 

redBUX tokens. The Artificial Intelligence recognises patterns in all available data sets and combines them with previous 

user behaviour. If interests and behaviour change, the algorithm adapts in real time.
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As part of the Freemium business model, there is a free basic offer, while additional services are offered for purchase with 

redBux tokens. The user can choose between monthly packages or pays just for the experiences and services that are 

desired.

Thanks to vrXcity, adult-stars secure long-term and sustainable passive revenue, in return for the one-time effort of having 

themselves scanned. The advantage for adult-stars is obvious: virtual avatars can generate revenue 24/7. Smart contracts 

facilitate the accurate determination and immediate distribution of sale revenues between me.mento and the adult-stars 

upon user purchase. Nothing will stand in the way of a strong growth of offers in vrXcity. More offers mean more users, 

more sales and more income.

The global video-on-demand market cap was 16.1 billion euros in 2016. For 2017, sales are forecasted to reach almost 

18 billion euros. The USA is the largest market, followed by Great Britain, China and Germany in fourth place (with sales 

of 784 million euros). With the emphasis on innovation and strong partnerships, a good chunk of that revenue will be in 

vrXcity.5

The strongest growth market in the adult entertainment industry are WebCam-Girls. vrXcity also offers them virtual es-

tates, which are kept relatively simple. WebCam girls are known for their strong persuasiveness, so their customers are 

anxious to fulfill as many of their wishes as possible. In vrXcity, loyal customers can bring the avatar of their WebCam-girl 

to life and decorate her apartment with a variety of digital products and pay with redBUX tokens.

„I`ve never experienced anything 
  like this before. Incredible!“

Jessica Drake about vrXcity at AVN 2018
(pornstar Wicked Pictures)

5 www.wuv.de/medien/die_zukunft_des_video_on_demand_marktes
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2.1.3 | Offers for consumers

Previously, a fan could only see his favorite adult-star in videos or via LiveCam, now he can finally interact, whenever he 

pleases. Admission to vrXcity is free of charge. However, the users pay for special content with redBUX tokens.  Through 

the use of Blockchain technology, the whole thing is intuitive, simple, secure and anonymous. In addition, the user can crea-

te their own erotic worlds. They can buy or rent rooms or houses and organize sex parties and offer other users to watch. 

Admission fees can be set by the initiator, the whole action can be recorded, shared or sold to other users.

In conservative Switzerland alone, a quarter of all Internet users consume adult content.6 Sex pages account for 12.47 

percent of the German Internet traffic. This puts Germany well above the global average of 7.65 percent.7

Example: 

Where secret desires are fullfilled

While in everyday life, desires and fetishes are often supressed, vrXcity allowes for them to become a Virtual Reality and 

connect like-minded individuals (within the legal framework of course). Sven N. has such a secret desire, he dreams of 

spanking in every form and fashion. In real life, however, he keeps it a secret in fear of social repercussions and is even 

afraid to look to find a suitable offer. In vrXcity this inhibition threshold doesn’t exist, he is anonymous as long as he likes to 

and can feel safe. He can use a search function in vrXcity to check whether a corresponding offer already exists, but since 

his request is very unusual, he can’t find a suitable experience right away.

Now he can build his own Free-Style-Studio and realize his wishes exactly and even choose the partner of his dreams de-

termine features such as body size, cup size, eye and hair color. Assuming the leading role, he now plays out his very own 

erotic sequence - customized to his special wishes and preferences. vrXcity, of course, adheres to strict legal guidelines.

Visiting the Free-Style-Studio is not covered by the monthly subscription models. Sven pays an individual transaction fee 

(with the virtual currency of vrXcity, redBUX tokens) depending on the effort required for the implementation, duration of 

the sequence and, if necessary, the selection of the professional adult-star.

TOUCH ME!

inside vrXcity - private penthouse

6 https://barfi.ch/Wissen/Studie-Internet-am-wichtigsten-fuer-Information-und-Unterhaltung
7 www.stern.de/digital/online/internetnutzung-deutsche-lieben-porno-seiten-3365814.html
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2.1.4 | Offers for brand companies

Brand companies can use vrXcity to monetize the media reach of their adult-stars without them having to be physically 

present for the creation of experiences, advertising videos or other formats.

Adult-stars don’t have to advertise certain products with text and images. In Virtual Reality, the products are either a 

part of the environment (product placement) or part of a certain performance/experience. Whether passively as product 

placement or actively in a demonstration: the advertising has an immersive and memorable effect on the customers, it is a 

natural part of their Virtual Reality and can’t be skipped by the user. 

In the virtual shops, love toys are no longer sitting passively on the shelf, but are presented live by professional adult-stars 

and testimonials. The advertised products can also be tested directly by the users and can be purchased immediately when 

the brand company’s e-commerce shop is integrated in vrXcity.This gives brand companies a completely new and highly 

effective marketing and revenue opportunity.

Brand companies also benefit from the „financial dominance“ that WebCam girls exert on their customers. This works not 

only with digital gifts in vrXcity, but also with real goods such as a high-quality handbags, expensive shoes or new love toys. 

The avatar of the respective WebCam-girl expresses her gift wishes and the user can then buy the goods for the adult-star 

and have them sent automatically. 

2.1.5 | Offers for third-party software providers

vrXcity is also a platform that is to be opened for third-party software providers. Initially, these companies will receive 

access to a individual publishing solution to upload their software such as 3D porn games, 360-degree videos and more. 

With the vrXcity platform, me.mento offers content providers the following, but not limited to, comprehensive services:

• easy publishing possibility with high range of coverage

• Integration of redBUX tokens as an additional secure and anonymous payment option

• own wallet based on blockchain technology for transparent and easy payment processing

For these services, me.mento receives an initial service fee a revenue-share.

2.1.6 | Virtual Estate – where erotic fantasies become reality

Like in the real world, it is also possible to rent out land and studios in the virtual world, called a virtual estate. Adult-stars 

or brand companies can set up their own studios and respond to the individual wishes of their visitors. Different fetishes 

can be depicted in themed rooms or adult-stars can even invite visitors to a romantic candlelight dinner at home. Here too, 

there are no limits to your imagination.

This is also an interesting aspect for brand companies. Advertising space can be rented on outdoor buildings - the closer to 

one of the trendy erotic stars, the more effective. Shop areas in the neighbourhood invite passing customers to try it out. 

This opens up a new world of virtual advertising. vrXcity has developed a price model for the development of rental income 

composed of different dimensions.

However, it should be avoided that the customer thinks he is being bombarded with advertising and, so it is critical to 

manage the number of targeted campaigns and collect feedback from the users on a regular basis. Sweepstakes or similar 

initiatives can be used to attract new customers or reward existing customers for their loyalty. 
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3 | REDBUX - THE DECENTRALIZED CURRENCY FOR ADULT CONTENT IN VR

3.1 | Purpose, USP and Characterization

Blockchain technology is a real game changer because it’s practically impossible to manipulate and can greatly simplify, 

validate and speed up business processes dramatically. This applies especially to B2B transactions and contracts. This type 

of transaction is supplemented by the use of crypto currencies, which make it possible to pay for goods and content across 

country and currency borders. In this way, global business models can be significantly simplified and Blockchain functions 

as the safe expressway for business.

The me.mento crypto currency is redBUX and will be made available on the Ethereum platform as an ERC-20 token. It  will 

be a classic utility token, since it is redeemable for digital services (VR Experience, in-game items, etc.). redBUX does not 

represent a tangible or intangible asset and cannot be used to receive a profit share in the company or a working-token. In 

return, there is of course an obligation to accept the redBUX tokens in vrXcity and additional partner platforms.

The me.mento team welcomes the progressive and innovative development of the crypto ecosystem and will continue to 

examine all platforms with similar functionality in order to be able to optimally operate vrXcity in the future. As a novel 

platform for the exchange between consumers, advertisers and e-commerce, vrXcity also paves the way for the broad 

acceptance of other cryptographic currencies and tokens in digital trade.

Fans can build their own virtual estate and design their rooms according to their preferences. A couple could use their 

3D bodyscans to live out new forms of sexual fantasies, which are often unrealized in real life due to individual inhibition 

thresholds. Users can move into a virtual estate close to their favourite adult-stars and invite them to their home or even 

host a swinger party.
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me.mento plans to launch its own digital currency for adult content in the social VR area. Four main objectives are pursued:

1. Further development of the company,

2. Securing exclusive, high-end content and corresponding licenses

3. Ensuring the customer base through 

-> targeted offers and discounts, based on business intelligence 

-> creation of transition hurdles from credit balances in the me.mento currency redBUX

-> obligation to accept the redBUX tokens in vrXcity

4. Efficient license and transaction administration, i.e. billing based on block chain technology.

By introducing its own cryptocurrency, me.mento wants to bind the decisive value drivers (e.g. adult entertainment pro-

fessionals) to vrXcity for a longer period by compensating them in redBux. Starting at the Freemium-distribution stage and 

continuing to do so for paid services. This will provide vrXcity with an ideal starting point for the expected growth in adult 

social VR.

In addition, users and consumers are to be retained by loyalty offers with dynamically calculated prices (dynamic pricing) 

depending on the level of usage and revenue. This increases the probability that the same person will use the same ac- 

count regularly, allowing for evaluation of usage patterns. Customization of offers and reinforcing the customer relation-

ship will be possible by tracking transactions of vrXcity user account. This creates additional opportunities to provide con-

tent and services from other external partners in the erotic industry.

The use of business intelligence allows me.mento to trace the user from the customer acquisition to purchase. This enables 

vrXcity to sell performance-based advertising contracts to brands and thus ensure optimal management of marketing me-

diums and an attractive long-term income for signed adult-stars.

The areas of application, which are planned in the medium term using a currency based on Blockchain technology and con-

trolled by Smart Contracts, include:

• Pricing and billing based on transaction data/transaction history per user

• Billing through redBUX tokens

• Traceability and management of license usage

• Artificial intelligence and machine learning to help with user-data evaluation

• Optimizing the range of services

• Early recognition of new value drivers (content will come from thousands of sources)

• Detection of untapped sales opportunities and even abusive applications

3.2 | redBUX-Token Launch

me.mento issues a total of 20.000.000.000 redBUX tokens, 13.000.000.000 of which will be offered for sale during the 

pre-sale and initial token offering (ITO). As a closed ecosystem, me.mento will not release any additional tokens after the 

sum of 20.000.000.000 tokens has been issued (Hard cap). Unsold redBUX tokens will be burnt after the token sale.
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3.3 | redBUX-Token Launch - Summary 

The redBUX token can be purchased from me.mento during the pre-sale and main sale phases. Below you will find the 

most important information about the redBUX token sale:

• Public Pre-Sale Period: 22nd March 2018 at 14:00 UTC until 15th April 2018 at 14:00 UTC
• Main-Sale ITO): 16th April 2018 at 14:00 UTC until 15th May 2018 at 14:00 UTC
• Price: 1 EUR = 100 redBUX (+ Bonus)
• Accepted currencies: FIAT (EUR, USD), ETH
• Hard capped: yes

• Minimum token number per drawing: 10.000

3.4 | redBUX-Token Bonus Structure 

During the redBUX token Public pre-sale, which runs from 22nd March 2018 at 14:00 UTC until 15th April 2018 at 14:00 

UTC, a bonus of 35% is added to each purchase in redBUX tokens. During the redBUX token sale, which runs from 16th 

April 2018 at 14:00 UTC until 15th May 2018 at 14:00 UTC, the following three bonus scales will be applied: 15% bonus 

during the first week (16.04.18 - 22.04.18),10% bonus during the 2nd week (23.04.03.18 - 29.04.18), 5% bonus during the 

3rd week (30.04.18 - 06.05.18). No further bonus will be granted to buyers after the 3rd week.

ITO Memento

% of total volume Number of Tokens

Crowdsale 65%

Pre-Sale 30% 19,50% 3.900.000.000

Main-Sale 70% 45,50% 9.100.000.000

Sum Crowdsale 13.000.000.000

Internal 35%

Team 30% 10,50% 2.100.000.000

Advisors/Legal/Marketing 40% 14,00% 2.800.000.000

Referral Program 20% 7,00% 1.400.000.000

from that:

   Affiliate 4% 800.000.000

   Bounty 3% 600.000.000

Reserve 10% 3,50% 700.000.000

Sum Internal 7.000.000.000

Total 100% 20.000.000.000

16.04.18 - 22.04.18

22.03.18 - 15.04.18

0.87 € 0.91 € 0.95 € 1.00 €
0.74 €

23.04.18 - 29.04.18

30.04.18 - 06.05.18

Price per 100 
redBUX

PRE-SALE MAIN-SALE LISTING
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3.5 | redBUX-Token Distribution
 
The redBUX token distribution reserves 65% of the tokens for the crowd-sale, 30% of these tokens will be used for the 

public pre-sale and 70% for the main-sale (ITO). 

35% of the tokens are then used for internal purposes („internal amount“) as followed: 40% of the internal amount is re-

served for consultants, Legal and Marketing. 20% of the internal amount is reserved for the Referral program. 30% of the 

internal amount are for present and future team members of me.mento 3D GmbH (vested over 4 years with Cliff three 

months after ITO). A further 10% of the internal amount is held on reserve for possible M&A transactions.

3.6 | redBUX Referral Programs

During the pre-sale and ITO, me.mento will offer two promotional programs for redBUX to grow popularity, Affiliate and 

Bounty.

Target audience includes bloggers, website publishers, mobile marketers, media buyers, e-mail marketers, affiliate net-

works or social media commentators. me.mento gives these influencers the opportunity to generate passive income for 

referrals and turn a real profit.

Affiliate Program: influencers will be notified for every recommendation and conversion to the redBUX landing page that 

comes from their individual tracking link. For every confirmed purchase of redBUX tokens they receive a bonus of max. 5% 

in the form of redBUX tokens. The Affiliate Programn is capped at 4% of the total supply (800.000.000 redBUX tokens. 

As soon as these are completely used up, the program ends. Details of the redBUX Affiliate Program can be found on our 

website (ico.redbux.io).

Bounty Program: for each mention in social media contributions or blogs, the influencers receive additional remuneration 

in the form of redBUX tokens. The Bounty Program is capped at 3% of the total supply (600.000.000 redBUX tokens). As 

soon as these are completely used up, the program ends. Details of the redBUX Bounty programme can be found under  

ico.redbux.io.

3.7 | redBUX - How do I buy this cryptocurrency?

The redBUX token can be purchased with FIAT currency (bank transfer, PayPal and credit card) and the crypto currency 

Ethereum. The exact procedure for purchasing redBUX can be found on our website (ico.redbux.io) and in our social media 

channels. If necessary, me.mento can adjust the purchasing process and payment options during sales. Please check our 

website regularly for the latest updates.

Reserve 3,5%

Referral Programs
7%

Team 10,5%

Advisors, 
Legal & Marketing 

14%

Public Pre-Sale 19,5%

Main-Sale 
(ITO) 45,5%
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3.8 | redBUX - Application of funds

The funds raised from the sale of redBUX primarily serve to finance internal software development and secure licensing 

agreements for high-quality content. This creates a high market entry barrier. Part of the funds will also be used for ope-

rating costs, marketing costs and other costs such as administration. There is also a reserve for unforeseeable additional 

costs. The following is an estimate of the budget items, whereby me.mento reserves the right to make budget adjustments 

based on the company’s development:

1. Technical development and personnel 

(Estimated 30% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

This budget item is used to pay the team of software developers to develop vrXcity and the ecosystem. This includes the 

following steps:

• Continuation of the software development for the permanent expansion of interactions and the integration of ex-

ternal content

• Further improvement of user interaction

• Implementation of the main functions for a payment interface between me.mento system and POS solutions from 

me.mento partners

• Functions for implementing, controlling and billing external content

2. Securing exclusive content for solely temporary use

(Estimated 10% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

3. Establishment of the me.mento Ecosystem

(Estimated 10% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

This budget item is used to pay an expert team to set up a me.mento ecosystem.

4. Marketing and Business Development

(estimated 40% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

This budget is used for marketing and PR of vrXcity. It includes the finalization of future partnerships. The focus on pro-

motion, public relations and general acceptance of xrXcity as the leading platform for erotic Social-VR.

5. Operations

(Estimated 7% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

This budget item includes accounting, systems, travel and transport costs, physical infrastructure and security costs as 

well as additional administration costs.

6. Legal advice

(Estimated 3% of revenues from the redBUX ITO)

This budget item includes legal and related consultancy costs regarding the following items:

• Introduction of the me.mento cryptocurrency (redBUX tokens),

• Contractual topics for the cooperation and use of external content providers,

• internationalization and 

• General contractual issues related to development and growth.
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3.9 | redBUX-Token Summary

The income from the redBUX token sale will make vrXcity a resounding success. This enables me.mento, as a first mover, 

to acquire further high-quality content and establish the world‘s first interactive adult social VR platform in which redBUX 

tokens are the means of payment.

Virtual Reality is a media megatrend and is now ready for mass market. In the future, vrXcity users will be spoilt for choice 

from thousands of fantastic adult-stars. Compared to videos, users enjoy a much higher resolution and a much higher qua-

lity of experience. Instead of passive media consumption, they can interact with everything in vrXcity. 

me.mento has a lead of at least three years over the competition. The adult entertainment industry cannot compete with 

the highly developed technology and will be even more encouraged to join vrXcity. The proceeds from the ITO will ensure 

the accelerated growth of vrXcity.

According to current projections, 6000+ avatars of world-famous adult-stars will be on display in vrXcity within 24 months. 

Proprietary technologies will enable a completely new way of consuming interactive adult content. That, the ever-growing 

range of stars and the finalization of important strategic partnerships with the most important „players“ in the adult enter-

tainment industry will guarantee that the range of content will be virtually unlimited in the coming years. Users will always 

experience something new - no visit to vrXcity will be the same. That‘s exactly what consumers want.

The celebrity adult-stars will make sure that their fans follow them into vrXcity and will be able to fulfill their desires 

through easy and safe payments with the redBUX token.

me.mento has already acquired strong strategic partners who provide access to 100+ million active users to populate 

vrXcity.

vrXcity is the next logical step in the evolution of the adult entertainment industry. The redBUX token is THE currency 

in this Virtual Reality and will also be accepted as a payment option in adult-affiliated stationary and e-commerce shops. 

Marketing 25%

Operations 7%

Legal Advice 3%

Business Development 
15%

Technical  
Development 30%

Assurance of 
exclusive content 
10%

Establishing the 
me.mento Eco-
system 10%
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4 | ABOUT ME.MENTO 3D GMBH

4.1 | me.mento 3D GmbH
 

The me.mento 3D GmbH was founded in 2014. It started as a 3D printing start-up and partner of Wicked Pictures and 

JOYclub. The company has positioned itself as a pioneer in the field of 3D printing for photorealistic 3D prints of profes-

sional adult-stars as exclusive fan merchandise. From an expert in exclusive 3D printing of erotic stars, the company has 

evolved into a 3D tech company. With its 3D scanning solution, me.mento is able to develop photorealistic avatars. One 

of the core competencies now is the lifelike reproduction of professional adult-stars in digital applications - mainly for VR 

(Virtual Reality) and AR (Augmented Reality). The 3D avatars are fully animated and will possess artificial intelligence.

With vrXcity, me.mento combines the growth market of Virtual Reality with the adult entertainment industry and offers 

innovative digital sales opportunities for adult-stars, studios and other stakeholders in the industry. vrXcity provides the 

forum where fans can get in touch with adult-stars, adult content providers and other affiliated companies to benefit from 

diverse offers in a new world of experience. 

4.2 | Roadmap

Founding me.mento 3D manufacture GmbH

Start scan & production, opening onlineshop

Start US  onlineshop

First conception & planning VR experience

Hiring first employees for VR experience,
start conception & prototyping

Completion of prototype,
end conception 

Completion test version / protoype alpha version
for first public presentation

Launch alpha version with early access 

Closed beta version

Open beta version

• continuous optimization of
    software and monthly
 
• release of new versions
    starting in summer

• monthly new model and content 

Continuous construction of the 3D scan database

201805

201704

201603

201401

201502

+

Company development | me.mento 3D GmbH
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 Outlook for Corporate development and use of | redBUX

2018 2019 2020 2021

BASE CITY Modul Single User

• Sex

• Peepshow

• Lapdance

• Strip

Basis avatar
• configurate

Shop

• digital Items

• Hardware

• Partner

CONTENT

Multi User
• Meeti Rooms

• Multi Sex

Sex education

increase content

Models

Themes

Rooms/Buildings

Animation

Interaction

Real own avatar
• 3D Scan

Release

• Dating

Multi User

planned ITO

iSex
• Interaktive Hardware

money supply

Real estate trade
• Appartments

• Commercial property

• private video

User generated Content

Sex island

CURRENCY

Founding me.mento 3D manufacture GmbH

Start scan & production, opening onlineshop

Start US  onlineshop

First conception & planning VR experience

Hiring first employees for VR experience,
start conception & prototyping

Completion of prototype,
end conception 

Completion test version / protoype alpha version
for first public presentation

Launch alpha version with early access 

Closed beta version

Open beta version

• continuous optimization of
    software and monthly
 
• release of new versions
    starting in summer

• monthly new model and content 

Continuous construction of the 3D scan database

201805

201704

201603

201401

201502

+
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4.3 | Team
 

4.3.1 | Management Team

Tobias Platte - CEO 

Experience:  

Marketing, PR & Sales, Finance, 

Management, Onlinemarketing

Sebastian Malm - Lead Product Manager

Experience:  

Projectmanagement, Projectplanning,  

Lead Game Design, Gamification

4.3.2 | Senior VR Team

Matthias Müller - Lead Administration & Mocap

Experience: 

3D Generalist, Cinematic Artist Design Super-

visor, Lead Artist Technical Drawer

Quinten Dessauvage - Game Programmer

Experience: 

Game Developer high 3D Modeling / rig

Thomas Schneider - Level Design 

Experience: 

3D Game Design, 3d Artist, Unity Master

Himanshu Varshney - Senior Artist

Experience: 

Character Animation, Rigging und 

Maya Specialist

Roena Rosenberger - Concept Artist

Experience: 

Concept Design Drawing

Julian Nowitzki - 3D Animation  

Experience: 

Rigger und Animation, 

3D Modeling Character Rigging

Carsten Scheer - Game Design 

Experience: 

Level Design, Monetization

Paul Paslea

3D Graphics Consulting und Modelling  

Anton Bauer - Level Design 

Erfahrung: 

3D Modeling and Texturing, 3D Rendering 

3Ds Max Script
 

Christian Meier - Sound Design 

Erfahrung: 

3Ds Max Script, 3D Game Design, 

Sound Design

Peter Bergstrom 

CEO/Founder BitBlock Ventures

Peter Reuschel 

Founder and CEO of Leondrino Exchange

Till von Ahnen

Blockchain & Cryptocurrency Expert

Steve Orenstein

Founder Wicked Pictures

4.3.3 | Advisors
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5 | LEGAL NOTES

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THIS WHITEPAPER – IN PARTICULAR, THE IMPORTANT INFORMATION SET OUT BELOW, 

INCLUDING THE FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT RISKS – BEFORE MAKING YOUR DECISION TO PURCHASE RED-

BUX TOKENS.  IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT MEMENTO 3D MANUFACTURE GMBH (THE “COMPANY”), ITS 

BUSINESS PROJECTS, THE REDBUX TOKENS OR OTHER RELATED CIRCUMSTANCES, PLEASE CONSULT A COMPE-

TENT BUSINESS, LEGAL, TAX OR OTHER ADVISOR.  IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT, OR IF ANY CIRCUMSTANCES REMAIN 

UNCLEAR TO YOU, YOU SHOULD REFRAIN FROM MAKING A PURCHASE.

No prospectus and no offer to purchase securities or financial instruments

The planned redBUX tokens have been designed as pure utility tokens and are not, therefore, intended to constitute se-

curities or financial instruments according to their structure.  Consequently, the present whitepaper does not constitute a 

prospectus or an offering document for securities or financial instruments and is not intended to constitute a prospectus 

or an offering document for securities or financial instruments in any jurisdiction.  This whitepaper merely serves the pur-

pose of describing the project but does not constitute an offer to purchase, or an invitation to submit an offer to purchase, 

the planned redBUX tokens.  Insofar, this whitepaper also does not constitute investment advice recommending to pur-

chase the planned redBUX tokens or to disinvest from other securities, financial instruments or other assets. Incidentally, 

there is no investment brokerage or investment advice of a security or financial instrument subject to authorization.

No official examination or approval

This whitepaper has not been examined or approved by any public authority, nor has it been submitted to any public autho-

rity for examination or approval.  There are no express statutory requirements as to the contents of this whitepaper; the 

structure of this whitepaper and the information contained herein are based exclusively on the decisions of the Company’s 

management.

Formation of a legal relationship only on the basis of separate agreements, documents and/or terms and conditions

Any legal relations between a purchaser of the planned redBUX tokens and the Company will not be established through 

this whitepaper but through separate agreements, documents and/or terms and conditions governing the rights and obli-

gations of the purchaser and of the Company.  Insofar, the provisions of the aforesaid agreements, documents and/or terms 

and conditions will take precedence over the description given in this whitepaper in the event that the description in this 

whitepaper is unclear in any respect.

Excluded purchasers

The token sale (including any pre-sales) is not for purchasers having their domicile, their tax residence or their habitual 

residence in, or initiating the purchase of the tokens from or via, a country where the sale or purchase of cryptocurrencies 

is prohibited or is permitted only under certain conditions (e.g. an official licence), which has been classified by the Finan-

cial Action Task Force (FATF) as a high-risk or other monitored jurisdiction with regard to money laundering or terrorism 

financing, or against which an embargo or sanctions have been imposed, in particular by the United States of America or 

the EU, (“excluded third parties”).  Such countries particularly include Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea, Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq, Sri Lanka, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Vanuatu and Yemen, but also the Uni-

ted State of America, the People’s Republic of China, Singapore and Cuba (“excluded countries”).  This whitepaper may not 

be reproduced, in whole or in part, in whatever manner, or be passed on to third parties without this important information 

and the further information about risks.  Furthermore, this whitepaper may not, in whole or in part, in whatever manner, be 
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passed on to excluded third parties.

High risk of loss

The purchase of redBUX tokens involves significant risks.  This is why a purchaser should not use a substantial portion of 

his, her or its property to purchase redBUX tokens and be able to bear the total loss of the money invested.  Furthermore, 

purchasers should already have experience in purchasing and/or holding cryptocurrencies issued by young companies, be 

able to understand the economic and technical causal relations between the Company’s entrepreneurial activities and 

the redBUX tokens, and be able to assess how they will affect the value of the planned redBUX tokens.  A lack of relevant 

experience on the part of a purchaser will nonetheless not give rise to increased obligations of the Company to provide 

information.

Loan-based financing not recommended

Purchasers are strongly advised against taking out a loan to finance the purchase of redBUX tokens.  This is because the 

obligations to pay capital and interest will continue to exist even if the purchased redBUX tokens lose their value.  In this 

case, the purchaser might even have to file for personal bankruptcy.

Whitepaper does not replace competent advice

The purchasers’ attention is drawn to the fact that this whitepaper gives only an overview of the Company’s planned in-

vestment and business activities and of the planned redBUX tokens.  This whitepaper cannot, however, replace business, 

legal, tax or other advice.  Consequently, before making a purchase, each purchaser should examine the opportunities and 

risks involved on his, her or its own responsibility – where appropriate, assisted by external advisors.  Purchasers are par-

ticularly advised to obtain advice on the legal, regulatory and tax consequences of a purchase.

The Company does not accept any liability for the personal economic objectives that purchasers wish to achieve by pur-

chasing redBUX tokens.

Calculations, forecasts and forward-looking statements

All calculations and/or forecasts set out in this whitepaper are essentially based on the experiences or assessments made 

by the Company’s management.  In this respect, this whitepaper additionally contains forward-looking statements – in 

particular, subjective objectives for the further development of the Company’s business, which involve uncertainties and 

risks, however.  Such statements express the Company’s current assessments and expectations with regard to future 

events.  These assessments and expectations may contain errors of perception or errors of judgment and may, therefore, 

turn out to be inaccurate.

The calculations have been made with diligence and commercial prudence.  In spite of this fact, there is a possibility that 

certain events or developments which have not been taken into consideration for the purposes of the calculations and/or 

forecasts will lead to significant deviations between the results actually achieved by the Company and such calculations 

and/or forecasts and, hence, possibly also to a loss of value of the planned redBUX tokens.

Consequently, the Company cannot warrant that the developments and results described in this whitepaper will actually 

be achieved.  The purchaser bears the risk of deviating developments and results.
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FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT RISKS

Regulatory and other risks

The Company presumes that the issuance of the planned redBUX tokens by the Company, the purchase of the planned 

redBUX tokens and the use of the planned redBUX tokens (pure utility tokens) to pay for the Company’s products and 

services – in each case by non-excluded third parties – are not subject to separate regulation.  However, the regulatory 

and quite generally the legal framework conditions for cryptocurrencies, blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, 

smart contracts and their uses are, both nationally and internationally, far from being fully developed and from providing 

certainty.  There is, therefore, a possibility that the issuance, purchase or administration of (including the trade in) cryp-

tocurrencies or the use of cryptocurrencies to pay for products or services will be prohibited, in whole or in part, or will 

only be permitted subject to certain conditions, due to national or international official or legal measures or due to court 

rulings.  This may have significant adverse effects on the Company’s business model (e.g. in the event that a public authority 

or a court orders that the issuance of the redBUX tokens be reversed or the Company discontinues its business) and on the 

benefit or value of the planned redBUX tokens and may even result in the Company becoming insolvent or in the planned 

redBUX tokens becoming entirely useless or worthless.

In the same manner, there is a possibility that third-party companies providing ways to trade in cryptocurrencies, such as 

the planned redBUX tokens, will be prohibited from maintaining the trading venue operated by them in the absence of an 

appropriate official licence; if this happens, there may be no trading venues where to exchange the planned redBUX tokens 

for other cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies (i.e. legal currencies, such as the Euro).  This, too, could result in the issued 

redBUX tokens becoming useless or worthless to their purchasers.

Utility tokens do not grant any property rights or administrative rights in the Company

The planned redBUX tokens are intended to be structured as pure utility tokens with which to pay for the Company’s pro-

ducts and services.  The planned redBUX tokens will not grant any property rights or administrative rights in the Company, 

i.e. they will not grant any share in the Company’s profits or losses or in an increase or decrease in the value of the Compa-

ny’s assets or any rights to vote when resolutions are made at the Company, rights to attend shareholder meetings of the 

Company or other shareholder rights.  As pure utility tokens, the redBUX tokens are not suitable as an investment in the 

development of the Company’s business.

No repayment

As the redBUX tokens will be pure utility tokens, the purchase prices paid for the issued redBUX tokens will not be paid 

back in exchange for the return of the issued redBUX tokens.  Purchasers of the planned redBUX tokens must, therefore, 

take into consideration that the money used by them to purchase redBUX tokens will be bound within the tokens and can, 

at best, be exchanged again for fiat currencies via third-party trading systems, to the extent that such systems are availa-

ble.  To the extent that a third party who is willing to exchange fiat currencies for the purchased redBUX tokens cannot be 

found, there is a risk that the purchased redBUX tokens will be useless or worthless to the purchaser.

Tradability and fluctuations in the value of the redBUX tokens

A promise that the planned redBUX tokens will be tradable cannot be given.  Even though the Company seeks to have the 

planned redBUX tokens listed for trading on one or more trading systems, there is a possibility that the Company will not 

succeed in finding one or more appropriate trading systems that are willing and able to list the planned redBUX tokens 

for trading.  Even if the Company succeeds in having the planned redBUX tokens listed for trading at one or more trading 
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venues, there is a possibility that there will be no trade for lack of interested purchasers or sellers.

Even if and to the extent that the Company succeeds in having the planned redBUX tokens listed for trading on one or 

more trading systems, purchasers should be prepared for very significant fluctuations, including short-term fluctuations, 

in the determined price and, hence, in the value of the purchased redBUX tokens.  Furthermore, there is a possibility that 

the prices or values of the planned redBUX tokens develop differently on different trading systems.  How the planned 

redBUX tokens perform on trading systems may be greatly influenced by the performance of other cryptocurrencies, such 

as Bitcoin or Ether, even if the Company’s operational business does not provide any reason or basis for such changes in 

performance (if any).

The Company does not guarantee that the trading systems where the planned redBUX tokens will be listed for trading 

(if any) will determine the prices in a transparent manner or will be able to meet the legal or official requirements (if any).

A purchaser should further take into consideration that the trade in purchased redBUX tokens will probably involve costs, 

which will have to be borne additionally by the purchaser and will have a further adverse effect on the value of the redBUX 

tokens purchased and/or traded.

Dependence on computer infrastructure

Both the Company’s operational business model and the functionality of the planned redBUX tokens depend to a large 

extent on the existence and permanent availability of a well-functioning computer infrastructure.  This particularly ap-

plies to the Company, to purchasers of the planned redBUX tokens, and to customers of the Company.  Any problems with 

or burden on a well-functioning computer infrastructure (including Internet with appropriate capacities) would place a 

burden on the establishment and further development of the operational business but also on the possibility to use the 

planned redBUX tokens and might even render the latter entirely useless or worthless.  If the required infrastructure is 

not sufficiently functional, this may significantly reduce the speed with which transactions involving the planned redBUX 

tokens are handled and, hence, have a significant and lasting adverse effect on the usability or value of the planned redBUX 

tokens.

Operational risks encountered by the Company

Like any other company, in particular, any other young company, the Company is subject to operational risks.  The develop-

ment of the planned products and services, for example, may be significantly delayed or turn out to be impossible, in whole 

or in part.  Furthermore, there is a possibility that the Company’s planned products or services will not be accepted on the 

market.  In addition, there is a possibility that the Company will be unable to obtain and maintain sufficient licences that 

are required for its operational business or that the licences granted are challenged by third parties, which can normally 

result in a large amount of costs being incurred in defending claims and/or enforcing rights.  Moreover, competitors or 

the development of new products and technologies or the regulation of the Company’s operational business, whether at 

national or international level, may place a significant burden on the Company’s operational business.  Operational risks, 

in particular those listed above, may lead to the Company’s insolvency.  At the same time, operational risks may have a 

significant and lasting adverse effect on the planned redBUX tokens and even render them entirely useless or worthless.

Insufficient funding of the Company

As a young company, the Company depends on generating sufficient funds to set up and further develop its business (inclu-

ding maintaining an infrastructure for using the planned redBUX tokens).  The plan is to use the proceeds from the issuance 

of the planned redBUX tokens for this purpose, for a start.  If the Company does not succeed in generating sufficient funds, 

e.g. if the redBUX token ICO fails, there is a risk that the Company will be unable to set up and further develop its business 
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as intended and that it may have to discontinue its business, in whole or in part, if necessary, or even file for insolvency.  

Such a development might have a significant and lasting adverse effect on the usability or value of the planned redBUX 

tokens and might even render them entirely useless or worthless.

Technical risks

The planned redBUX tokens, by their very nature, are technology-based.  Like with all other technology-based products 

or services, their usability and their value are subject to a large number of technical risks that cannot be eliminated by 

the Company.  This particularly includes system errors, code failures, programming errors, hardware failures, loss and/or 

theft of data, hacks and/or attacks by hackers or technology-based reductions in the speed with which transactions can be 

handled.  Technical risks may have significant and lasting adverse Effects on the usability or value of the redBUX tokens 

and might even render them entirely useless or worthless.

Risks involved in the personal administration of tokens

Like any other cryptocurrency, the planned redBUX tokens are subject to risks arising from personal administration.  The 

risks arising from personal administration are, in particular, failure or theft of the hardware used to store the purchased 

redBUX tokens or loss of access codes, user names, passwords or private keys for accessing the infrastructure used to 

store the purchased redBUX tokens (e.g. wallets) such that the purchased redBUX tokens can no longer be disposed of 

and are, hence, lost for the purchaser.  There is additionally a risk that transactions which have been initiated incorrectly 

cannot be reversed because of how the blockchain technology works and that the transferred redBUX tokens are, hence, 

irretrievably lost.  Furthermore, it needs to be taken into consideration that using inherited redBUX tokens is, de facto, 

impossible because of the technology used for the planned redBUX tokens and also because there is no or only an insuffi-

ciently developed legal framework.

Tax risks

Not only are there no unambiguous and clear legal framework conditions in connection with cryptocurrencies, the na-

tional and international tax classification of transactions involving cryptocurrencies also remains to be finally clarified, 

both for the Company and for purchasers of cryptocurrencies.  There is, therefore, a possibility that transactions involving 

cryptocurrencies will, both on the part of the Company and on the part of purchasers, give rise to tax burdens which place 

a burden on the Company’s operational business or which reduce the usability or value of the purchased redBUX tokens or 

even render the latter entirely useless or worthless.

Disclosure of personal data on the basis of official measures

Purchasers must have their identity verified in accordance with the anti-money laundering rules and the rules to combat 

terrorism financing and tax evasion and disclose personal data in relation to them to the Company before purchasing the 

planned redBUX tokens.  The purchasers of the planned redBUX tokens should be prepared that the Company may be 

required to disclose the collected personal data to competent authorities on the basis of national or international official 

or legal measures.

Interaction of risks and cumulative risks

Each of the described risks alone may have significant and lasting adverse effects on the usability and value of the planned 

redBUX tokens.  There is a possibility that several risks will materialise simultaneously, trigger each other, or reinforce 

each other and that this will enhance the significant and lasting adverse effects.  Both the materialisation of individual risks 

and the materialisation of cumulative risks may render the planned redBUX tokens entirely useless or worthless.


